
 

 

SOUTH CAROLINA (1-1) vs. FURMAN (1-1) 

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 9, 2022 | WILLIAMS-BRICE STADIUM | COLUMBIA, S.C. 
 

> > >  SOUTH CAROLINA PLAYER QUOTES 
 
Spencer Rattler • QB • R-Sr. 
On the chemistry with Xavier Legette and the receiving core… 
“Just the work Xavier has put in this offseason, the trust level is really high. I know whenever I put it up he’s going to go get it. He 
keeps showing us how impactful he is so I’m going to keep throwing to him.” 
 
On the offensive line’s performance tonight… 
“I know they prepared well this past week with Coach Teasely. They were motivated and I knew they’d perform well. They kept me 
clean tonight and made it easy for me.” 
 
On his performance through two games… 
“Kind of like Xavier said we really put in the work this offseason to have success on the field. I love what Coach Loggains is doing 
with us and I think it compliments us really well.” 
 
Xavier Legette • WR • 5th Year 
On the confidence and chemistry with Spencer Rattler… 
“I have a whole lot of confidence.. We’ve put the time in so we we’re confident going into tonight.” 
 
On the momentum this game creates heading into next weekend… 
“It creates a lot of momentum for the next game and builds confidence in some of the young guys that they can go out and compete.” 
 
LaNorris Sellers • QB • Freshman 
On what he saw on his touchdown throw… 
“My thought was to not force anything, just play the play out. I looked left, didn’t like what I saw, came back to the right and found 
Tyshawn in the back of the endzone.” 
 
On what it was like playing at home for the first time… 
“Going out there for the first home game was a little nerve racking but I was excited. Before I went in the coaches just told me to do 
what I was taught and just to have fun out there.” 
 
Luke Doty • QB/WR • R-Jr. 
On catching a touchdown versus throwing one… 
“It does feel different, brings a little more excitement catching one in my opinion but it was awesome.” 
 
On how comfortable he feels at receiver as he continues to get more and more reps… 
“I’m very comfortable with it, like I said earlier in the week its just like riding a bike, you know you never really lose it. Like you said 
the more reps I get at it the better I’m going to feel and the more comfortable I’m going to get.” 
 
TJ Sanders • DT • Redshirt Sophomore 
On if replicating tonight’s defensive performance is achievable.  
“We could replicate this many more times in the future. It is all about attacking the days leading up to the game, Sunday night, 
Tuesday practice, all those things that just lead up to how we performed tonight. We are going to put on better performances and I 
feel like we are just getting started.” 
 



 

 

On how the offense’s performance was a boost to the rest of the team.  
“A good offense and a good defense bounce off each other as far as the highs and lows. Our offense set the tone for us to come out 
and do what we did.” 
 
Debo Williams • LB • Junior 
On the younger guys who got their first chance to play on defense.  
“We need everybody to come along because injuries come a lot and you can’t control that. It’s the next man up mentality. Everyone 
has to be ready. So I’m glad they got their first experience today.” 
 
On how the offense’s performance was a boost to the rest of the team.  
“It was never a worry. It was good seeing they were able to get it clicking.” 
 
On Furman scoring early and if that presents a challenge.  
“We got to do better. We made adjustments and we were able to stop it after that. If we can get to that faster, I think we’ll be good.” 
 
On what was said in the scrum after Furman went up 14-7 
“We changed some schemes, but the main thing was mindset. We have to be better, and they don’t get anymore.” 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


